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Abstract

Recent studies in cognitive development suggest that preschoolers may not be able to represent multiple possibilities, therefore may lack modal concepts such as possible, impossible, and necessary (Leahy & Carey, 2020). We present two experiments adapted from previous probability studies but have a similar logical structure as those used in the previous modal reasoning tasks (Leahy, under review; Leahy et al., 2022; Mody & Carey, 2016). Three-year-old children have to choose between a gumball machine that must produce the desired gumball color and a gumball machine that merely might produce the desired gumball. Results provide preliminary evidence that three-year-old children can represent multiple incompatible possibilities, therefore they have modal concepts. Implications for the study of modal cognition, and how possibility and probability may be related are discussed.
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1. Introduction

An important aspect of abstract human thought is our ability to represent possible alternatives (Shtulman, & Phillips, 2018; Vaidya, 2009). One-way humans can make decisions about the future and contemplate the past is by reasoning about possible alternatives. For example, imagine you are walking down the street when suddenly you come across a fork in the road. Now you have to consider two possibilities: Do you take the left path or the right path? The ability to represent alternative possibilities is contingent on the development of modal concepts, or conceptual representations of what is possible, impossible, and necessary. These conceptual distinctions are also reflected in our use of modal language (e.g., must, may, might) (Leahy & Zalnieriunas, 2021). Recently, cognitive scientists have debated whether young children and non-human primates have the capacity to think about possible alternatives and if modal concepts are a part of the cognitive repertoire that learners have early in ontogeny (Engelmann et al. 2021; Mody & Carey, 2016; Redshaw & Suddendorf, 2020; Shtulman & Phillips, 2018).

Recent research has suggested that children do not acquire modal concepts (i.e., reason about multiple possibilities) until at least four or five years of age (Leahy & Carey, 2020). Evidence for this claim comes from preschoolers’ failure on a three-containers task (Mody & Carey, 2016). Children were presented with three opaque containers divided into a singleton side and a doubleton side. Each side was covered with an occluder. A reward (e.g., sticker) was placed into the singleton container behind the occluder, and a reward was placed into one of the two containers behind the other occluder (Figure 1). The occluders were lifted and children were asked to pick a container with the goal of finding a reward. Success only required that children recognize the singleton container must have a reward in it while each of the two containers on the doubleton side only might have a reward in it. Children of all age groups chose the singleton
container at above chance level (33%): two-and-a-half-year-olds: 47%, three-year-olds: 60%, four-year-olds: 71%, and five-year-olds: 72%, but even five-year-olds’ performance was far from a robust success. This was surprising since surely adults would perform at ceiling, choosing the singleton container at close to 100% (barring some performance error). In another task testing children’s understanding of possibility, Leahy and Zalnieriunas (2021) used two slides, one with a single exit and the second one with two possible exits (Figure 6), and children had to decide where to place a wagon in order to catch a marble. This task is conceptually similar to the three-containers task, and preschoolers performed at a level comparable to that of the three-containers task. It is not until about age 7 that children performed at ceiling on this slides task (Leahy & Zalnieriunas, 2021).

![Mody & Carey (2016) Three-Containers Task](image)

*Figure 1. Mody & Carey (2016) three-containers task*

Some have suggested that children’s poor performance on the three-containers task was due to their lack of the modal concept of possibility (Leahy & Carey, 2020). A child who has not developed modal concepts would be unable to represent the alternative locations of the reward
on the doubleton side (e.g., the reward *might* be in the left container, or it *might* be in the right container). Without the modal concept of possibility, the child does not mark a representation of the reward on the doubleton side as merely possible (e.g., the reward *might* be in the left container). Since the representation is not marked as a possibility, the child conflates a mere possibility with reality (e.g., the reward *is* in the left container). When asked to pick a container, the child chooses at random between the singleton container and the container they believe the reward is in on the doubleton side (e.g., left container), resulting in the roughly 50% selection of the singleton. This behavior has been dubbed a “minimal representation of possibility” (Leahy & Carey, 2020) (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Modal representation of possibility versus Leahy & Carey (2020) Minimal representation of possibility in Mody & Carey (2016) three-containers task. Labels at the bottom indicate whether the child believes there is a reward in that container: yes, no, maybe](image)

Several recent studies have provided converging evidence for the minimal representation hypothesis (Leahy, under review; Leahy et al., 2022). Leahy and colleagues, (2022) created an adapted version of the three-container task that presented children with the same setup as in the original task: three containers divided into a singleton and a doubleton side, each side was occluded, and a reward was hidden in one of the containers on each side. Rather than picking a container, three-year-old children were asked first to pick a container that they believe is empty.
to throw away, and then pick one of the two remaining containers to look inside with the goal of getting a reward. Children chose to throw away a container from the doubleton side 81% of the time. When they were left with a choice between the singleton container that must contain the reward and the remaining container on the doubleton side that might contain a reward, children chose to look inside the singleton container 51%. These findings support the minimal representation hypothesis that children were making an assumption about where the reward was on the doubleton side (see also Grigoroglou et al., 2019; Leahy, under review).

These previous studies provide evidence that preschoolers are acting in accordance with the minimal representation hypothesis. They attend to only one of two possible outcomes and treat it as reality. Yet, the reason why children make this assumption is unclear. It may be that preschool-age children use a minimal representation of possibility because they have not developed modal concepts, or the capacity to represent two alternative events. However, there may be other reasons for children’s failure on these tasks. One common critique of the three-container task is the presence of occlusion. Covering the containers with occluders before the experimenter places a reward in the container may add to a child’s working memory load. However, Leahy (under review) modified the three-containers task into a slides task (Figure 6) that did not involve any occlusion and found results consistent with those of Mody and Carey (2016). But, in both tasks, children were given feedback that may be confusing over multiple trials (e.g., showing them what was inside the container they chose, which contained a reward half of the time). Thus, potential task demands may have prompted children to make an assumption about the location of the reward on the doubleton side.

The literature on early probabilistic reasoning, however, may provide suggestive evidence for the early emergence of modal concepts. Probability and possibility appear to be
closely related. What is probable (p > 0) must also be possible. Infants as young as six to 12 months can use probabilities to infer outcomes (Denison & Xu, 2010, 2014; Xu & Garcia, 2008; see Denison & Xu, 2019 for a review). Indeed, success on the three-containers task can be achieved by computing the relative probability of finding the reward on each side (i.e., there is a 100% chance of finding the reward in the singleton container and a 50% chance of finding a reward in either of the two containers on the doubleton side). The close relationship between probability and possibility prompted us to see if three-year-old children, who perform poorly at the three-containers task, might show competence in modal reasoning in a task similar to those used in the probability studies.

The present study was inspired by the design and simplicity of the infant probability tasks. We adapt an infant probability task (Denison & Xu, 2010, 2014) so it has a similar logical structure to the three-containers task (Mody & Carey, 2016) but does not involve occlusion or feedback. In our task, three-year-old children are asked to help the experimenter choose a gumball machine that will give the experimenter the color gumball they desire. Children were asked to choose between a gumball machine that must produce the desired gumball and a gumball machine that might possibly produce the desired gumball. For example, the experimenter says that they want a purple gumball, and the child is asked to choose between a blue gumball machine containing a single purple gumball, and a green gumball machine containing a purple and a red gumball (Figure 4, 1 vs. 2).

The current study aims to test two contrasting hypotheses on early modal reasoning. If children have modal concepts, they should always choose the machine which contains only the desired gumball. A modal representer simulates the handle press for the one-gumball machine and understands that the desired gumball must come out. She also simulates the handle press for
the two-gumball machine and understands that the gumball machine that contains one desired gumball out of two could produce a desired gumball or the other gumball. The child understands that there are two possible outcomes in the machine with two different colored gumballs (Figure 3).

In contrast, if children lack modal concepts and are minimal representers, they will choose the machine which contains only the desired gumball 75% of the time. A **minimal representor** simulates the handle press for the one-gumball machine and knows that the desired gumball will come out. She also simulates the handle press for the two-gumball machine: half of the time she will get the desired gumball (Figure 3, A), therefore, choosing 50-50 between the two gumball machines, and half of the time she will get the other gumball, therefore, choosing the one-gumball machine (Figure 3, B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modal Representation of Possibility</th>
<th>Minimal Representation of Possibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3. Modal versus Minimal Representation of possibility in the gumball study. Labels over gumballs indicate whether the child believes that the gumball will come out: Yes, no, or maybe. A modal representor always simulates that a purple gumball will come out of the blue machine when the handle is pressed, while a purple gumball or red gumball might come out of the green machine when the handle is pressed. A minimal representor always simulates that a desired purple gumball must come out of the blue machine when the handle is pressed. For the green machine, half the time the child believes the desired purple gumball will come out when the handle is pressed, the other half of the time they simulate that the undesired gumball will come out when the handle is pressed.*

1. **Experiment 1**
The study was approved by the University of California, Berkeley institutional review board and follows all ethical & legal guidelines.

2.1 Participants

Sixteen three-year-old children (10 Female, mean age = 3.34, range = 3.05 - 3.92, sd = 0.25) were included in our final sample. An additional 4 children were excluded for failing the warm-up trials: 2 children were excluded because they failed the probability trials (see below), and 2 children did not complete the task due to inattention. The sample size was chosen before testing started, and we stopped collecting data once we reached this target sample size. Given the small sample size in Experiment 1, in Experiment 2, we replicate the results of Experiment 1 with a larger sample size of 36. We chose to test three-year-old children based on Leahy et al. (2022) and Leahy (under review), which tested three-year-olds on an adapted three-containers task and the slides task. All children were recruited from the Bay Area, California via an online laboratory database. Demographic information was not formally collected; however, most children were from Alameda County, which consists of 47.8 % White, 33.8% Asian, 22.4% Hispanic, and 10.7% Black (Alameda County Census Bureau). Additionally, the 2021 median household income of the county is $112,000 and 49.6% of the population holds a bachelor's degree or higher. Due to the Covid pandemic, all participants were tested online via zoom. Families consented before the study. Children were given a certificate for their participation.

2.2 Materials

The stimuli were animated images of gumball machines of different colors, including blue, green, and red, and the machines contained different numbers of gumballs. All animations were created with Microsoft PowerPoint.
2.3 Design

Study 1 had a repeated measure design with one main dependent variable: which gumball machine handle (blue machine or green machine) the participant chose to press. The side the target gumball machine was on in the first trial (left or right) was counterbalanced across participants. Within participants, the side the target gumball machine was on, and what color gumballs were in the machines varied randomly across trials.

2.4 Procedure

Participants were asked to sit in front of a computer screen at a comfortable distance next to their parents or on their lap. The experimenter told the participant that they were going to play a fun game. The experimenter also asked the parent not to talk or point during the study.

2.4.1 Training trials

Gumball Machine Demonstration

Each session began with two demonstrations to familiarize participants with the game. The first trial showed participants how the gumball machine worked. Participants were shown a single red gumball machine filled with eight pink gumballs (Figure 4). Then the experimenter pressed the handle on the gumball machine, triggering a pink gumball to exit the machine. For the second trial, participants were shown a red gumball machine filled with eight blue gumballs. This time participants were asked what color gumball will come out of the machine. After the participant answered, the experimenter pressed the handle, triggering a blue gumball to exit the machine.

Probability Trials
After the familiarization trials, the participants did two probability trials. The purpose of the probability trials was to see if participants could correctly infer which gumball was more likely to come out of the machine. These trials also primed participants to think about different possible outcomes. In the first probability trial, participants were shown a red gumball machine filled with six black gumballs and two pink gumballs (Figure 4). Participants were asked, “What color gumball do you think will come out?”. After they answered, the experimenter pressed the handle, triggering the more probable gumball (black) to exit the machine. The second trial was the same except the colors were reversed. For each probability trial, if the participant did not answer correctly, they were given a second chance with a new gumball machine that had orange and blue gumballs in it. Participants were excluded if they failed both trials. Importantly, with the demonstration trials and the probability trials, participants also learned that each time the handle is pressed, only one gumball will come out of the machine.

Introduction to two machines

After the probability trials, participants were introduced to two gumball machines: a blue one with two pink gumballs inside, and a green one with two black gumballs inside (Figure 4). The purpose of these trials was to train participants to choose a gumball machine that will give them the desired gumball color. The experimenter told each participant, “I really want a pink gumball. Which handle should I press to get a pink gumball, the blue handle or the green handle?”. The participant gave a verbal answer, and then the experimenter asked the participant to point to the machine. Parents were asked to confirm that the color the participant stated corresponded to the machine they pointed to.

2.4.2 Test Trials
Participants completed a total of six test trials. The trials were divided into two trial types. The first four trials were 1 vs. 2 gumball trials (Figure 4). Participants were presented with two gumball machines: a blue gumball machine and a green gumball machine. For each trial, one of the machines contained a single gumball with the desired gumball color (e.g., purple), and the other machine contained two gumballs: a gumball of the desired color (e.g., purple) and a gumball of a different color (e.g., red). In each trial, the experimenter told each participant, for example, “I really want a purple gumball. Which handle should I press to get a purple gumball, the blue handle or the green handle?” Participants responded verbally and then were asked to point to the machine they chose. The parent was asked to confirm the participant’s response. Participants did not see a gumball exiting the gumball machine, and there was no feedback during test trials. After the participant chose a machine for each test trial, the experimenter said, “Thank you! Let’s do another one.”

The last two trials were 2 vs 2 gumball trials (Figure 4). These trials were the same as the 1 vs. 2 gumball trials, except each gumball machine had two gumballs. Participants were shown, for example, a blue gumball machine with an orange gumball and a black gumball, and a green gumball machine with two black gumballs. The purpose of these trials was to control for the possibility that participants, for some reason, may have simply preferred a gumball machine with a single gumball.
Figure 4. Gumball task methods. Note: The color of the gumballs inside each gumball machine varied in each of the test trials.

2.5 Results

Our analysis had two parts. First, we conducted a preliminary analysis that tested for gender, order, and trial effects. Second, we compared the average participant's performance in the test trials to 50% (chance performance) and to 75% (the performance predicted under the minimal representation of the possibility hypothesis). In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, the preliminary and main analyses were conducted using generalized linear mixed effect models (GLMM) from the lme4 package in R (Douglas et al., 2015). Datasets and R codes for both Experiments can be found on the Open Science Framework (OSF): (redacted).

2.5.1 Preliminary Analysis
A GLMM was fit predicting the probability of choosing the target gumball machine from age (younger 3.0-3.50 vs. older 3.51-3.99), gender (male vs. female), order (which side the target gumball was on in the first trial (left or right)), and trial type (1 vs. 2, vs., 2 vs. 2) with a random intercept for participant id. Our model had dummy-coded fixed effects for age, gender, order, and trial type. There was no effect of gender, ($\hat{\beta} = -1.28, SE = 1.38, z = -0.93, p = 0.35$), order ($\hat{\beta} = -0.83, SE = 1.41, z = -0.59, p = 0.56$), or age ($\hat{\beta} = -0.08, SE = 1.18, z = 0.00, p = 1.00$). There was also no significant effect of trial type on performance ($\hat{\beta} = -0.23, SE = 0.84, z = -0.27, p = 0.79$).

The mean performance for the 1 vs. 2 trials and 2 vs. 2 trials were 92.18% and 90.6%, respectively. Thus, having a single desired gumball in a machine versus two desired gumballs in a machine did not affect performance.

### 2.5.2 Test Trials

Across all six trials, participants on average chose the gumball machine which contained only the desired gumball 91.66% of the time (Figure 5). A GLMM was fit predicting the probability of choosing the correct gumball machine from the intercept. We then used the emmean package (Lenth, 2022) in R to get the estimated marginal mean performance on the gumball task from the regression model. We compared that mean to chance performance (50%) and the performance predicted under the minimal representation hypothesis (75%). The average participant’s performance (Probability correct = 96%, 95% CI = [.80, .99]) was significantly above 50% ($z = 3.53, p < .001$), and significantly above 75% ($z = 2.30, p = .021$). We also provide converging evidence from a one-sample Wilcoxon test which compared participants'
proportion correct on all six test trials to 50% ($t(15) = 120, p < .001, d = .91$) and, in a separate test, to 75% ($t(15) = 123, p = .003, d = .66$).  

![Graph showing results from the gumball task in Experiments 1 and 2. Right side depicts results from the slides task in Experiment 2 and Leahy (under review). The squares depict the mean performance with 95% confidence intervals. Each dot represents a participant’s performance across all six test trials. The Y-axis represents the proportion of correct response on the six test trials. The dash line at 75% represents the performance predicted by the minimal representation of possibility hypothesis in the gumball tasks. The dash line at 50% represents chance performance for the gumball task. The dash line at 33% represents chance performance for the slides task.]

2.6 Discussion

These data provide preliminary evidence against the hypothesis that children cannot represent alternative possibilities or have a minimal representation of possibility. In the gumball

---

In an exploratory analysis, we wanted to examine whether the probability training trials affected performance on the test trials. However, we discovered there were only two participants that were excluded due to failing the probability trials. Thus, we included the 2 participants who were excluded because they failed the probability trials. With this new sample of 18, participants chose the target gumball machine 89%. A one-sample Wilcoxon test was conducted to compare participant’s performance across all trials to 50% (chance) and 75% (the performance predicted by the minimal representation of the possibility hypothesis). Results were significantly above 50% ($t(17) = 136, p < .001, d = .89$) and significantly above 75%, ($t(17) = 146, p = .006, d = .79$).
task, participants overwhelmingly chose the target gumball machine above chance (50%) and above 75% (the performance predicted under the minimal representation of possibility hypothesis). Thus, children are not deploying a minimal representation of possibility on this task. Rather, three-year-old children may be succeeding by using modal concepts to distinguish between the gumball machine that *must* produce the desired gumball and the gumball machine that *might possibly* produce the desired gumball. The results support the hypothesis that three-year-olds are capable of representing two alternative possibilities.

The results from Experiment 1 contradict the results of the previous modal reasoning tasks (Leahy, under review; Leahy et al., 2022; Mody & Carey, 2016). What are the differences between the tasks that could explain the performance differences? One possibility is that it may be easier to quantify over objects (as in the gumball task) rather than over locations or trajectories (as in the three-container tasks and the slides task). In the gumball task, the gumballs are laid out in front of the children and are visible throughout the trials. The child may be able to succeed in the task by quantifying over the gumballs in the gumball machines (i.e., one possible outcome vs. two possible outcomes). In the three-containers tasks or the slides task, success requires that the child tracks the reward as it goes behind the occluder or the marble as it goes down the slides. Thus, perhaps it is easier for young children to quantify over objects like gumballs compared with locations or trajectories.

This hypothesis motivated the design of Experiment 2. Children were asked to complete the gumball task first followed by the slides task. Experiment 2 had two aims: first, to replicate the main results of Experiment 1 with a larger sample size, and second, to test whether playing the gumball task prior to the slides task may improve three-year-old children’s performance on the slides task. We chose the slides task because it did not have any of the working memory
demands that were present in the three-containers task (i.e., hiding and occlusion), but yielded the same roughly 60% performance as in the original three-containers task (Leahy, under review).

3. Experiment 2

In Experiment 2 three-year-old children were tested in the gumball task first, then the slides task. We hypothesized that the gumball task may prime children to think about multiple possibilities, which may improve their performance on the slides task. However, if quantifying over objects (as in the gumball task) is easier than quantifying over locations (as in the slides task), we may not see any improvement on the slides task after completing the gumball task.

Experiment 2 was preregistered on aspredicted.org (redacted), was approved by UC Berkeley institutional review board, and follows all ethical & legal guidelines.

3.1 Participants

Participants were 36 three-year-old children (23 female, mean age = 3.56, range = 3.04-3.99, sd = .32). An additional five participants were excluded due to failing the training trials, and one child was excluded due to fussiness. The sample size was chosen before testing started, and pre-registered. The effect sizes in Experiment 1 ranged from medium to large. However, the sample size (N = 16) was fairly small. One of the goals of Experiment 2 is to see if success on the gumball task scaffolds performance on the slides task. If children improved on the slides task, we would like to be able to compare their performance to the original slides task (Leahy, under review). We conducted a power analysis with this goal in mind, assuming a medium effect size and a power of .8. By testing 36 children in Experiment 2 we are also able to provide a replication of Experiment 1 by doubling the sample size (a rule of thumb often used in
replications). All participants were recruited from the Berkeley area via the same online laboratory database used in Experiment 1, with similar demographics. All participants were tested online via zoom after a parent gave informed consent. Children were given a certificate for their participation.

3.2 Materials

The stimuli for the gumball task were the same as in Experiment 1. The slides task stimuli were taken from Leahy (under review), which used an animated computer game with slides, marbles, wagons, and a monkey.²

3.3 Design

The design of the gumball task was the same as in Experiment 1. The slides task had a repeated measure design with one main dependent variable: which slide exit the child chose to place the wagon under. The side the single slide was on in the first trial (left or right) and which exit on the Y-shape slide the marble came out of were counterbalanced across participants. Within participants, the side the single slide was on, and which exit on the Y-shape slide the marble came out of varied on the test trials. Each participant was randomly assigned one of two orders for which exit the marble came out of on the Y-shape slide in each trial: order one (left side, left side, right side, left side, right side, right side), or order two (right side, right side, left side, right side, left side, left side).

3.4 Procedure

All participants completed the gumball task first, then the slides task.

² We would like to thank Brian Leahy for allowing us to use his stimuli for the slides task.
3.4.1 Gumball Task

The methods for the gumball task were the same as in Experiment 1, except that we removed the probabilities trials. Our exploratory analysis (see footnote 1) did not find an effect of the probability trials, and by removing these, we can also rule out the alternative interpretation that these trials may have primed children to use probability in the gumball task.

3.4.2 Slides Task.

After participants completed the gumball task, they did the slides task. The slides task procedure was the same as in Leahy (under review). To ensure we performed the slides task exactly as it was performed in the original study, we worked closely with Dr. Brian Leahy who provided us with the study script, coding sheet template, and computer-animated slides task that he used in his original study.

In the slides task, participants were asked to sit next to a parent, or on their lap. Participants were asked to give their responses by pointing to a slide exit. The parent or guardian told the experimenter where the participant had pointed.

3.4.3 Training Trials

Single Slide

The single-slide demonstration was used to familiarize participants with how to catch marbles. Participants were shown a single slide with one branching exit, with a marble held at the top of the entrance (Figure 6). The demonstration had three parts. In the first part, the experimenter told the participant to watch the marble roll down the slide: “Watch where the marble comes out” (marble rolls down the slide). “It came out here” (animated finger points to
single slide exit). The second part taught participants how to catch a marble. The experimenter placed an animated red wagon under the slide exit, the marble was dropped and landed in the wagon. The third part taught participants to point to the slide exit, where they want to place the wagon in order to catch the marble: “Okay, so in this game, you have to point to where the marble’s going to come out. Then I’ll put this wagon (red wagon appears under the slide) where you pointed, and we’ll see if it goes in the wagon! Wanna have a go?” Participants pointed to the slide exit, and a parent or guardian told the experimenter where the participant had pointed.

In these demonstrations, participants were also taught that when the red wagon catches the marble, a monkey comes out and grabs the marble from the wagon.

*Y-shape Slide*

The purpose of the Y-shape slide training was to familiarize participants with how the Y-shape slide worked. Participants were shown a Y-shape slide containing a single entrance connected to two branching exits (Figure 6). The experimenter asked the participant to watch the marble roll down the slide and then point to the slide exit where the marble came out. Before the marble was dropped, the experimenter told the participant the marble could come out of the left side exit or the right-side exit: “After I roll it, can you point to the side it comes out from? Here (animated finger appears to point to left slide exit) or here (animated finger appears to point to right slide exit)?” Then participants were shown two events: One where the marble exited the left side, and another where it exited the right side. No wagons were used in these trials, participants merely watched the marble exit the slide and pointed to where it came out.

*3.4.4 Test Trials*
Participants completed 6 test trials. In each trial, children were presented with two slides, a single slide with one exit, and a Y-shaped slide that had a single entrance point and two branching exits. A hand holding a marble was placed above each slide entrance point (Figure 6). Participants had to place a red wagon under one of the slide exits with the goal of catching the marble: “Let’s help the monkey get a marble! Remember, we have one wagon. So pick the best slide to put the wagon under so that we’re sure the monkey will get a marble!”

Participants indicated which exit they wanted to place the wagon under by pointing, and the parent told the experimenter which slide exit the participant selected. The experimenter then placed a red wagon under the exit the participant pointed to. After the wagon was placed, both marbles were dropped. If the wagon caught a marble, the monkey came out and grabbed the marble from the wagon. Otherwise, the marble simply dropped off the screen. This procedure was repeated for all 6 trials. On average, the wagon caught the marble 50% of the time if it was placed under the Y-shaped slide.
3.5 Results

Our analysis has four parts. First, we conducted a preliminary analysis that tested for gender, order, age, and learning effects in the gumball task and, in a separate analysis, in the slides task. Second, we compared performance on the new gumball task (Expt. 2), to performance on the original gumball task (Expt. 1) to see if the study replicated. We then analyzed which gumball machine participants selected in the test trials of the new gumball task and compared it to chance (50%) and the performance predicted by the minimal representation of possibility hypothesis (75%). Third, we compared participant’s performance on the Experiment 2 slides task to participant’s performance in the original slides task data from Leahy (under review).
Finally, we conducted a secondary analysis to check whether performance on the gumball task is correlated with performance on the slides task.

3.5.1 Preliminary Analysis

Separate preliminary analyses were conducted on the gumball task and the slides task. In each analysis, we tested for gender, age, order, trial, and order effects in the data. Both analyses had dummy-coded fixed effects.

3.5.2 Preliminary Analysis: Gumball task

A GLMM was fit predicting the probability of choosing the target gumball machine from the fixed effects of gender (male vs. female), age (age 3.0-3.50 vs. 3.5-3.99), order (i.e., which side the target gumball was on in the first trial: left or right), and trial type (1 vs. 2, vs. 2 v. 2) with a random intercept for participant id. There was no effect of gender, ($\beta = -1.28, SE = 1.38, z = -0.93, p = 0.35$), order ($\beta = -0.83, SE = 1.41, z = -0.59, p = 0.56$), or trial type ($\beta = 0.86, SE = 0.52, z = 1.64, p = 0.10$). There was an effect of age ($\beta = 1.29, SE = 0.58, z = 2.22, p = 0.02$), older three-year-old’s (range 3.5-3.99) selected the target gumball machine 89% while younger three-year-old’s (range = 3.0-3.5) selected it 84% of the time.

3.5.3 Preliminary Analysis: Slides task

Thanks to Dr. Brian Leahy who provided us with the original slides data for our analysis.

We originally pre-registered a Bayesian analysis to compare the gumball task performances from Experiments 1 and 2, and to compare the slides task performance from Experiment 2 and Leahy (under review). Given the amount of data we have, we decided to use frequentist testing and used a GLMM. We also conducted a Bayesian analysis, and it provided converging evidence with the frequentist analysis. See both analyses in our code script on OSF. Additionally, we pre-registered that we would conduct a secondary analysis to check whether the number of children who chose the target gumball machine on the first trial differs from the number of children who placed the wagon under the nonbranching slide on the first slides trial. We did not proceed with the analysis as the average first trial performance on the gumball task, and the slides task in Experiment 2 was the same, 75%.

---

3 Thanks to Dr. Brian Leahy who provided us with the original slides data for our analysis.

4 We originally pre-registered a Bayesian analysis to compare the gumball task performances from Experiments 1 and 2, and to compare the slides task performance from Experiment 2 and Leahy (under review). Given the amount of data we have, we decided to use frequentist testing and used a GLMM. We also conducted a Bayesian analysis, and it provided converging evidence with the frequentist analysis. See both analyses in our code script on OSF. Additionally, we pre-registered that we would conduct a secondary analysis to check whether the number of children who chose the target gumball machine on the first trial differs from the number of children who placed the wagon under the nonbranching slide on the first slides trial. We did not proceed with the analysis as the average first trial performance on the gumball task, and the slides task in Experiment 2 was the same, 75%.
A GLMM was fit predicting the probability of placing the wagon under the single slide from the fixed effects of gender (male vs. female), age (age 3.0-3.50 vs. 3.5-3.99), and order (i.e., which side the single slide was on, which side of the y-shape tube the marble exited on the first trial on participant’s responses in the slides task) with a random intercept for participant id. There was no effect of gender, ($\hat{\beta} = 0.35, SE = 0.42, z = 0.85, p = 0.39$), or order ($\hat{\beta} = 0.07, SE = 0.40, z = 0.18, p = 0.86$). There was an effect of age ($\hat{\beta} = 0.98, SE = 0.41, z = 2.38, p = 0.02$), older three-year old’s (range 3.5-3.99) selected the single slide 71% while younger three-year old’s (range = 3.0-3.5) selected it 68% of the time.

3.5.4 Experiment 2 Analysis: Gumball Task

The mean proportion of correct responses across participants in the Experiment 2 gumball task was 86%. A GLMM was fit predicting the probability of choosing the target gumball machine from study type (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2). There was no effect of study type ($\hat{\beta} = 0.63, SE = 0.62, z =1.02, p = 0.31$). Thus, we replicated the results from experiment 1. We then used the emmean package (Lenth, 2022) in R to get the estimated marginal mean for Experiment 2 from the model and compared it to chance performance (50%) and the performance predicted under the minimal representation hypothesis (75%). The average participant’s performance (Probability Correct = 91%, 95% CI = [.83, .95]) was significantly above 50% ($z = 6.33, p < .001$), and significantly above 75% ($z = 3.26, p = .001$). We also provide converging evidence from a Wilcox test which compared participants' proportion correct across all six trials to 50% ($t(35) = 526, p = < .001, d = .86$), and in a separate test, to 75% ($t(35) = 524, p = 0.0018, d = .52$).

3.5.5 Experiment 2 Analysis: Slides Task
The mean performance on the slides task in Experiment 2 was 69%, whereas the mean performance on the slides task from Leahy (under review) was 61%. We compared the average participant’s performance in the new slides task (Expt. 2) to participant’s performance in the original slides task by Leahy (under review). A GLMM was fit predicting participants’ responses from study (Leahy’s slides task vs Experiment 2 slides task). There was no significant effect of study on participants’ responses ($\hat{\beta} = -0.42$, $SE = 0.31$, $z = -1.37$, $p = 0.17$). Thus, the performance on the slides task in Experiment 2 did not significantly differ from the performance in Leahy (under review). Completing the gumball task before completing the slides task did not significantly improve performance on the slides task.

### 3.5.6 Secondary Analysis: Correlation between children’s performance on the gumball task and slides task

A Pearson correlation test found no significant correlation between participants’ performance on the gumball task and the slides task ($r(34) = .20$, $p = 0.22$). We also provide converging evidence from a non-parametric Kendall rank correlation test ($r_t = .13$, $p = .38$). Thus, children who performed well on the gumball task did not necessarily perform well on the slides task.

### 3.6 Discussion

Experiment 2 had three main findings. First, it replicated the results from Experiment 1 with a larger sample. Three-year-old children chose the gumball machine that must produce the desired gumball in the gumball task. They succeeded on this task without being primed with the probability trials involving large sets of marbles. Second, performing the gumball task prior to the slides task did not significantly improve children’s performance on the slides task. Finally,
there was no correlation between children’s performance on the gumball task and the slides task. Children who succeeded on the gumball task did not necessarily succeed on the slides task.

This pattern of results provides some support for the idea that quantifying over objects may be easier than quantifying over trajectories. However, these results are also open to other interpretations, which we will discuss in detail below.

4. General Discussion

Results from the gumball task in Experiments 1 and 2 provide preliminary evidence for the modal representation of possibility hypothesis, that three-year-old children have modal concepts and can reason about multiple incompatible possibilities. When presented with a gumball machine that must produce the desired gumball, and a gumball machine that might produce the desired gumball, children overwhelmingly chose the former. Children’s success on the task speaks against the minimal representation of the possibility hypothesis. Children were able to distinguish between what might be and what is. The gumball task has a similar logical structure to previous tasks investigating children’s modal concepts, but it does not involve occlusion or quantifying possibilities over locations or trajectories. It may be the case that quantifying over objects is easier than quantifying over locations/trajectories, and by using a simpler task, we revealed earlier competence in modal reasoning in children.

However, there is at least one alternative interpretation of our results. Perhaps three-year-old children succeeded in the gumball task by using a simple heuristic: avoid the gumball machine that contained an undesirable gumball. A previous infant study investigating probabilistic reasoning (Denison & Xu, 2014, Expt. 4) adopted a complex design with three sets of objects and showed that infants did not simply avoid a jar with more undesirable objects. This
suggests that children do not always adopt this simple heuristic but of course three-year-olds may behave differently from infants. To address this alternative interpretation, we will ask three-year-olds to choose between a gumball machine that contains 1 undesirable gumball and 1 desirable gumball, and a gumball machine that contains 1 undesirable gumball and 2 desirable gumballs. This study is now ongoing in our lab.

If we are able to rule out the simple heuristic interpretation with our control study, we will be left with the question of why completing the gumball task prior to the slides task did not improve three-year-olds’ performance on the slides task. We see two possible explanations. One explanation is that perhaps there is some task difficulty in the slides task (and the three-containers tasks) that prevents children from deploying representations of possibilities. We offer two suggestions. First, the two different color gumballs in one of the machines may serve as a reminder for children that there are two possible outcomes. In the gumball task, all gumballs are present throughout the test trials. If a child simulates pressing the handle and one of the gumballs falls out, the other gumball is still present in the gumball machine and may serve as a reminder for the child (in her mind’s eye) that there is an alternative possible outcome. In contrast, in the three-containers task or the slides task, if a child simulates the reward being dropped into one of two containers or the marble coming out of the right exit of the Y-shaped slide, there is nothing left to serve as a visual reminder for the child that an alternative outcome is possible. Without a visual reminder of the alternative possibility, the child may decide to accept that one simulation and not simulate anymore, resulting in the behavior described under the minimal representation hypothesis. This interpretation is also supported by the many studies with infants investigating their concept of an object: young infants believe that an object can trace exactly one spatiotemporally connected path (e.g., Spelke et al. 1995; Xu & Carey, 1996). In the three-
containers task and the slides task, simulating an alternative outcome requires the child to take
the reward or marble and imagine an alternative path for it.

A second explanation for children’s success and failure on these tasks is that it may be
easier for children to quantify over objects than locations/trajectories, as we discussed in
Experiment 1. In the gumball task, the gumballs are laid out in front of the children and are
visible throughout the test trials. The child may be able to succeed in the task by quantifying over
the gumballs in the gumball machine. In the three-containers task or the slides task, success
requires that the child tracks the reward as it goes behind the occluder or the marble as it goes
down the slides. It is perhaps easier for young children to quantify over objects like gumballs
than quantify over locations or trajectories. More generally, perhaps quantifying over individuals
(e.g., objects, persons) may be easier than quantifying over events (e.g., locations, trajectories).

The gumball task was adapted from previous probability tasks with infants (see Denison
& Xu, 2019 for a review), which raises the question of whether three-year-olds could have
succeeded in our experiments by computing probabilities as opposed to possibilities. In other
words, the lack of improvement on the slides task in Experiment 2 may indicate that children
relied on different cognitive mechanisms in these tasks. Children may have succeeded on the
gumball tasks using a form of probabilistic reasoning which does not require modal concepts.
They can compute the probabilities of getting the desired gumball color in each of the machines
by computing the ratios of desired gumballs over the total number of gumballs. This
computational strategy underlies infants’ success in various probability tasks with large sets
(e.g., 40-80 Ping Pong balls or lollipops; Denison & Xu, 2010, 2014; Xu & Garcia, 2008). When
infants are shown a box filled with many red balls and a few white ones, they can compute the
probability of drawing a red ball by estimating the number of red balls, using the approximate number system (ANS), and divide it by an estimate of the total number of balls, also using ANS.

Can children’s success in the gumball task be achieved through computing ratios among objects rather than representing incompatible possibilities? We don’t think so. In the gumball task, there are only one or two objects to attend to in each gumball machine, and many studies with children and adults suggest that when only a few objects are present (up to 3 or 4), the object tracking system is engaged to track each object individually (Feigenson, Dehaene & Spelke, 2004; Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999; Xu, 2003; Carey & Xu, 2001). Thus, it is most likely that children use the object tracking system to enumerate the number of possibilities in each gumball machine (1 or 2).

Two recent studies, however, suggest that children and adults can use ANS on small sets under some circumstances (Hyde & Wood, 2011; Posid & Cordes, 2015). Specifically, ANS can be used to track a small number of objects when the attentional load is high or when work memory is taxed (i.e., when the object tracking system is unavailable) (Posid & Cordes, 2015). Given the circumstances when ANS is applied to small sets, it is again unlikely that the gumball task is prompting children to engage in ANS rather than object tracking.

An important theoretical issue that our study and other related studies raise is the relationship between possibility and probability. Téglás and colleagues (2007, 2015) proposed that with a small number of objects, infants and children employ intuitions of probability that are derived from enumerating possibilities. In one study, Téglás et al. (2007) showed 12-month-old infants a lottery machine that contained 1 blue and 3 yellow objects, and on the test trials one object exited the machine. They found that infants looked longer at the blue object exiting the
machine (the improbable outcome) than one of the yellow objects exiting the machine (the probable outcome). Téglás and colleagues proposed that infants enumerated the number of possible outcomes in the 1 vs. 3 experiment, a total of 4. Since three of these outcomes involved a yellow object and only one involved a blue object, the infants concluded that it was more probable for a yellow object to exit the machine than a blue object. However, Leahy and Carey (2020) offered a deflationary account of these findings: they pointed out that in the 1 vs. 3 experiment, if each infant fixates on one of the four objects and ignores the rest, then 75% of them will focus on a yellow object and 25% of them will focus on a blue object. Then when a blue object falls out, most infants will be surprised and look longer at it than when a yellow object falls out. On their account, infants may not have enumerated the number of possibilities and derived a probability distribution when they succeed in this task.⁵

The relationship between possibility and probability is, however, more complex than the Téglás and colleagues model suggests. When we encounter multiple incompatible possibilities (e.g., when the handle is pressed for the two-gumball machine, one or the other gumball will fall out), it is not always the case that each possibility is equally probable. When young children are presented with a small number of objects, they can track them with their attention system (Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999; Carey & Xu, 2001). Each of these objects may be considered as a possibility for some future outcome. The default assumption of the learner may be that each object has an equal probability as the outcome of some future event. Under these circumstances, the number of

---

⁵ For the gumball task, if each child fixated on one of the two gumballs in the gumball machine, they would choose the target gumball machine 75% of the time. This is the same prediction made by the minimal representation of possibility hypothesis. As our results show, children’s performance was significantly higher than 75%. By three years of age, children can enumerate the number of possibilities, simulate what happens when a handle is pressed, and use the simulated outcome to guide their action.
possibilities (e.g., blue, yellow, yellow, yellow) naturally gives rise to a probability distribution that says that the yellow outcome is 3 times as probable as the blue outcome. However, in many cases, the number of possibilities is dissociable from how a probability distribution is arrived at. For example, if the blue object is for some reason always closer to the exit of the lottery machine than the three yellow objects (Téglás et al. 2011), then the learner may update their probability distribution to include that information, and adjusts their predictions as to which object, blue or yellow, is more likely to exit the machine. In general, alternative possibilities are often not all equally probable, thus dissociating our representations of possibility from our representations of probability distributions. It is the probability of each possibility, not just the number of possibilities, that guides our predictions about which future outcome is more or less likely.

The recent discussion of possibility and modal concepts is inspired by work in logic and formal semantics (e.g., Leahy & Carey, 2020; Kratzer, 2012; Phillips & Knobe, 2018), whereas much of the research on probabilistic reasoning in infants and children is inspired by the development of Bayesian probabilistic models (e.g., Denison & Xu, 2019; Gopnik & Wellman, 2012; Xu, 2019; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). These two communities of researchers have not traditionally been in dialogue with each other. A notable exception is the work by Teglas, Bonatti, and colleagues where they discuss the idea that enumerating possibilities is how infant learners derive a probability distribution. Furthermore, this probability distribution allows the learner to predict the more likely outcome (Teglas et al., 2007, 2015). We hope that our study will spark future conversations between scholars in logic, semantics, and computational modeling.

In conclusion, our study provides preliminary evidence for the hypothesis that three-year-old children can represent multiple incompatible possibilities and have some rudimentary form
of modal concepts. The current study also raises many new questions for future research. Given three-year-old children’s success on the gumball task, one might ask whether children much younger, perhaps even infants, can succeed on the task. Additionally, future research needs to adjudicate the task differences that could be causing differences in performance on the gumball task, and the other modal reasoning tasks (Leahy, under review; Leahy et al., 2022; Mody & Carey, 2016). Finally, more theoretical work is needed to explicate the relationship between representations of possibility and representations of probability, and how these representations are deployed in inferential reasoning.
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